


   
Introduction to the Third Edition  

An introduction to a new edition of any book usually includes changes that time or rethinking have 
caused. That’s not appropriate with “Managing Through Training” (“MTT”) because it’s a skeletal 
primer for further work in meetings/training programming. Skeletons survive constant changes in 
ideas.   “MTT” introduces basic information and tested methodology for conveying information 
efficiently and surely to persons and groups. However, it is not a ‘traditional training’ text.  
   

“MTT” readies neophyte training directors who have been assigned the task but have little or no 
formal training, so, it enables them to preview and tap into the ideal system for control of training 
programs: the US Navy’s original PERT System (Program Evaluation and Review Technique). PERT 
controlled the development of the Polaris submarine; so it can probably handle your needs, too. This 
writer created the world’s first PERT Diagram for visualized calendar control of local programming. 
   
                       A related construct/control system, Instructional Systems Development (I-S-D) was 
developed by the Navy and was long ago proved at hundreds of military posts around the world. 
Consequently, ISD specialists can solve their own post's problems without recourse to a central 
controller. If Navy- ISD’s strict requirements are honored in your preparations, then the resulting 
program structure will be fool-proof . . . .   All of the services, use their own allied systems, of which 
the Navy’s version won the award in an all-services competition. All are valid and tested in use!  
   

Many versions of the Navy’s PERT now exist; some are taught at colleges. Some proprietary 
discs(fill in the blanks) have ‘simplified’ PERT’s demands, which can introduce unrecognized and/or 
untraceable errors—and, therefore, negate the fool-proof aspect. Know the limits before buying, if . 
   
                       “MTT” is intended (as its subtitle makes clear) for non-trainer managers who are 
required to prepare agendas and oversee fulfillment/production of the training programs that fulfill their 
own overall objectives. You could be the meeting-caller or a stuck-with assistant. “MTT” provides a 
basic understanding of the communication/education needs of your meetings and/or training programs 
so that you can talk more confidently with those ISD-professionals and -specialists who will demand 
factual information and precise statistics. You'll learn why if you pay attention. You'll gain, long term, 
too. 
   
                       Your best help: the Navy's ISD system. If you need help, seek a military-ISD specialist, 
by hire or gig. ISD is a demanding system; it provides templates and algorithms that, if its strict dictates 
for factual information are honored, will deliver a foolproof ultimate program. In that sense, “MTT” is 
a prep book for Cavalier's “Common Sense ISD” (“CS-ISD”), which converts the entire Navy system 
and military jargon into more-useful business terminology.  
   
                       Other helps are available at colleges and on the market (see the “Afterword” section). 
No, “MTT” alone will not make you an instant genius! Sorry. Yet, the Navy's original ISD will make 
the path to your eventual expertise sure and far less rocky, as will our “CS-ISD,” which is based on 



ISD.    
   
                       The single most useful item for casual trainers is probably the PERT Diagram, which is a 
visualized control chart. Its central, calendarized delivery arrow is accompanied by multiple committee 
lines, arrayed in parallel above and below the delivery center, in delivery-order, on the central arrow.   
Enlarge and hang any military branch's generic PERT Diagram. Jot specific tasks and delivery dates on 
your copy’s appropriate committee/function lines. Or make your own on our book’s model.  
   
                       A PERT Diagram for meetings control appeared in two Cavalier books, “Achieving 
Objectives in Meetings” (1973; creating that title phrase, now generic) and, slightly enhanced, in “Sales 
Meetings That Work” (Dow Jones-Irwin; 1983). Although our PERT Diagram was not a part of the 
earlier editions of “MTT,” it is being added to this Introduction because it's so useful to visual control 
of the basic programming process and the countless pieces of your future programs. Use it! If PERT 
controlled the construction of the Polaris submarine and, it will probably be able to handle your 
programming, too. 
   
                       Why use a military program for business? Because it works! When Training Department 
staff are ISD-competent, user-managers from other departments need be only ISD-conversant, so as to 
provide requested info. Involved persons can benefit from reading “MTT,” too. Clear communication 
avoids a duplication of skills. Become conversant via “MTT.”                     
   

If you choose further to develop your related communication skills, “MTT” is your gateway. 
Most discharged military ISD specialists become corporate trainers or consultants and can solve any 
related problem that you can present. Locate a specialist. By ad, if necessary. 
   
                       Significant in the evaluation of any training skill itself is the fact of its allied uses, not 
just the fact of owning the skill. Sales and marketing programs probably provide the greatest need for 
that skill. The need could be intellectual and/or physical. Practice of the new learning in ‘protected’ 
classes, rather than uncoached in the field, is wise.  
   
                       Example: “MTT” presents a typewriter/computer example as a matter of a neutral 
marketing tool, applied, despite requiring personal judgments. The book then guides you to an 
evaluation of the ways by which you might convert services for clients and prospects into sales tools, 
through original training programs. Later, given a working program, you will better appreciate the 
value of the training discipline. Guides that the author and his reader-users have proved to be effective 
will appear as thought-guides in this book. Use any as-is or edit-as-needed. But don't eliminate items 
arbitrarily, even if you think that they don't apply, this time. 
   
                       Once you understand that the meetings/training line is a continuum in most instances, 
you’ll be preparing yourself to conduct the most productive meetings and training sessions that you’ve 
ever hoped for—with measurable results. 
   



                       An industry magazine once printed a critical line that said, regarding ISD, that “There's 
no 'there' there.” There is a ‘there’ there! (See the “Afterword,” which will be better understood after 
this   earlier text has been digested.) ISD delivers foolproof programming! Even that magazine knows 
that reality now—because of immediate user/reader objections and fight! Retraction; then a new and 
prior reader peer-review system for proposed articles. Reader consensus: “Any failures with ISD are 
the fault of the [company] designer, not the system!” 
   
                       You can reach that fool-proof ‘there.’ To reach it, you'll need to commit to do whatever 
hard work is required to master the ISD discipline at whatever level of expertise serves your (or an 
assistant's) needs best! At minimum you will become ISD-conversant and open to its methodology. No 
matter the skill-level that you choose to reach for yourself, let “MTT” start you in the right direction. 
   
                       Then take charge and stay in charge! 
 
 

END 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND (SCAN) EDITION 

 

 Prior to 1960, the meetings field was disjointed and dependent on individual management 

methods, whether valid and complete or not. In 1960, two national associations—clients of banquet-

entertainment producer United Attractions, Inc, Chicago, asked for business stage service, because such 

service was available from other stage producers only in conjunction with a dog-and-pony show--not 

appropriate. So the initial professionalizing effort of the business-meetings market was launched.  

This author was a co-originator of that function and editing and visualizing convention lectern 

scripts with simple supports, on screen. At that time, visuals in business meetings were considered to be 

extraneous. Association members approved; both associations continued in future years; other 

associations joined; and corporate members began to use United’s service: initially termed “Meetings 
Coordination” because all associations already had a Meetings Manager—the persons charged must 

cooperate, not compete for primacy. The on-site production of most large central meetings is not a one-

person job. 

Jay Lurye was also a co-originator at United, taking charge of the physical production of all 

meeting rooms’ production needs. Lurye also called the field’s first conference for meeting planners: 

World Meeting Planners Conference, in the 1970-71 season, in Chicago. Surprise: There was still no 

organized meeting planner group . . . virtually all participants were secretaries of company meeting-

callers and were expected to organize the meeting in their ‘spare time.’ Now a full-time job?  

Most company Trainers use a rule-of-thumb for estimating advance time requirement for any 

program: One day’s applied time for each hour of programming (IRS: 6 hours daily min), or about one 
week per day; and about one month’s applied time for each full week. At your company, how many 
hours are programmed for large central programs? Because business meetings and training programs 

are designed for individual learning, not crowd size, the advance time requirement remains relatively 

standard. Curiously, both the lectern material and training portions respond to the same requirements. 

In 1972, and likely having ‘borrowed’ Lurye’s attendance list, a group of purveyors announced its 
own meeting planner association intended to enlist company meeting planner membership. Purveyors 

have outnumbered members at probably all such associations. Originally, purveyors seemed to defer to 

the wishes/needs of the company-user members; however, in the “late 1970s” (McGraw Hill) the name 

of the second and still-largest meeting planner association had been changed, and purveyors got full 

voting rights—and took control! Purveyors can out-vote client companies and set direction? Ethical? 

That’s this Author’s qualified overview of the circumstances and issues of the meeting planner 

business . . . some problems known from the start have not yet been adequately addressed, because the 

better alternative is not necessarily a salable product.  Cavalier’s books have presented the alternatives 
before they were recognized as needed . . . and thee books will service you still. 

Author’s overview of the issues of the commercialized meeting planning industry (distinct from 

 Enclosed are scans of books have been out-of-print for decades. The two earliest 

(“Achieving objectives in Meetings”; 1973; Corporate Movement) and “Dow Jones-Irwin’s 
updated/expanded version (“Sales Meetings That Work”) were in in print prior to the arrival of the web; 
so quick out-of-print condition for both meant sales death. At that time, all published material was 



subject to the wishes of the editor of each publication.  Attempted reprints have been derailed by an 

unrelated campaign of personal harassment. Conclusion, if the paper versions will be published for 

companies whose meeting planner organizations don’t recognize them, why print paper? Therefore, this 
scan edition for meeting-callers who want to see the starts, how-to forms, and benefits of a system-and 

then alert their programming fulfilment associates—from Agenda development to presentation on stage 

or in training session. 

Because there was no organized meetings field at the time of the first publication and a 

decidedly- disinterested, purveyor-dominated meetings industry by the time of the web. Unfortunately, 

the first book was ahead of its time; further damaged when its publisher went out of business within 

about six months after publishing. So the technical forms and information were out and borrowed, but 

the book was unavailable.  A decade later, re: “SMTW,” purveyor complaints helped to put the DJI book 

out-of-print, soon, although the initial royalty was nearly $1,000. Clearly, there was company interest in 

the book—but not in the commercialized meetings associations.  

Yes, “AOM” is five decades old . . .and that’s precisely it’s value. “AOM” demonstrates that at 
the time of publication, the entire company-meetings field was unfocused and functioned on personal 

methods, whether complete or not; or good or bad. 

So, here is the suite of business-meetings books, in order of creation--they should together 

cover all needs for key types of meetings for most meeting-callers, proving guidance for meeting-callers 

plus specifics for staff fulfillment persons. 

 

“Achieving Objectives in Meetings”: 
This Author’s first book, “Achieving Objectives in Meetings” (“AOM)” was the nation’s (world’s?) 

first complete system for managing the entire program-planning job, from inception to presentation. All 

previous books could present worthwhile information, but much was unusable because it was delivered 

as discursive observations (“Be sure to . . .”) but not in how-to formats. Specific tips needed cut-and-

paste into the readers’ own methods, which might or might not have been adequate. Ultimately, multi-
author books became popular; yet, the multiple authors’ writings did not operate together as a system   
and, sometimes, masked general compatibility of ideas because of different terms for similar concepts. 

 “AOM” contained the world’s first PERT Diagram for visualized and calendarized control of the 

entire meeting management process, directly related to discussion and instructions in preceding 

chapters! Some of “AOM’s” content included his previously-published magazine articles, which were 

always valid because of his six years’ hands-on experience at United . . . but gathered strength when 

combined into a system. The discussion of visuals relied at that time on slides and filmstrips, which were 

long-ago improved. But the ubiquitous presence of cellphone photos tends to cloud some meetings with 

sometimes-irrelevant entertainment—the worst example of which is the ‘Spectacular!’ visual blitz in 
large business meetings! Google ‘Dr. Malcolm Knowles’ for his early take on distractions and 
entertainment-values in programs.  

General complaint: No index! Advantage: So many terms were repeated so often in different 

contexts that a traditional word-Index was a waste of tracing time for users. Yet, the book is organized 



by concept, and if you know what you’re trying to find, you can easily find that unit by title and/or 

concept. 

The world’s best general Instructional Systems Development System (I-S-D) system was its PERT 

(Performance Early Review Technique) system, created in the 1950s to control the development of the 

Polaris Submarine—and so can probably handle your meetings needs. It is more complete and more 

demanding than “AOM” but not directly usable by most meeting-callers, although by some company 

Trainers.  In essence, PERT is the reverse engineering of a concept. Any attempt is valid, although not 

necessarily complete and or flawless without the Navy’s ability to test over hundred hundreds of posts 
and millions of trainees. Discussion and ‘translated’ format, below. It’s wise not to buy a disk version 
except by prior approval by an ISD specialist. 

 

“Sales Meetings That Work”  
 If there was no ready-made professional-planner audience for “AOM,” there was still a huge 
proportion of involved persons who could not relate to the relatively unfamiliar terminology of that 

book. So, the Dow Jones-Irwin expansion was written in a more user-friendly manner—more useful 

explanation for performing the requested actions. All forms from “AOM” were repeated, together with 
brand new forms and thought-guides that expanded the available helps for neophytes. Even the original 

PERT Diagram was slightly adjusted, to reflect user comments.  

 However, this authority’s telling of unwanted truths apparently offended advertisers at both the  
DJ-I publishing house and the ad-supported industry magazines. Despite large original sales (first royalty 

payments: nearly $1,000), unsold copies of SMTW” were ‘lost” in inventory. Not reprinted by DJ-I--
ostensibly because of  unusable ad-copy created on request, this writer is not an ad copy-writer. 

Moreover, my editor was released. He started his own publishing company, which DJ-I purchased. So, 

my editor was back at DJ-I but, officially, not on its payroll—only a legacy from a purchased company. 

Moot point—DJ-I no longer publishes books. 

 By using “SMTW” as a guide, anyone who is calling a meeting can make the first attempt work in 

a program that Achieves his/her Objectives. In the hands of your fulfillment associate, it can make your 

wishes understood and delivered.  Over time, ”SMTW” will make the planning process a quick check 
validator for both. 

 

“Common Sense ISD” (“CS-ISD”) 
 As mentioned above (at “AOM,”) the US Navy’s PERT system is superior and was probably the 
world’s finest. It has never been disparaged or superseded, although numerous proprietary versions 
now exist, some taught by colleges and some bought on computer disk. College courses are probably 

similar, but some/most of the disk versions have been ‘simplified,’ reducing their demands for facts and 
stats and specifics—no approximations or guesswork is tolerated by the Navy’s original.  

Minor problem: They Navy guarantees that its PERT will be fool-proof and provide a valid and 

workable system on first use IF all of its demands are honestly fulfilled. Big IF! By ‘simplifying,’ various 



discs might permit approximations or eliminate some steps of the original—thereby negating the fool-

proof aspect and introducing errors that cannot be traced—until problems show during the first egg-on-

face first usage. Worse, the basic problem might still not be located and fixed. So, re-make—simplified? 

”CS-ISD” is not a ‘version’ of the Navy’s ISD—rather, it is a ‘translation’ from military jargon into 
standard business-ese . . .while eliminating the military’s need for complex control numbers that identify 

programs at hundreds of ports across the world. Not needlessly fancy: In the 1950s, mimeographing was 

the standard non-book replicator, and “CS-ISD” has photocopied some of the mimeographed pages, 
with a clean-type duplicate, facing. If sailors can learn from mimeograph, your people learn from clean 

e-print, because content, not format, is the determiner of quality. 

Mini-problem: Because of ISD’s complexity, and unless you are a savvy trainer--this book’s 
Author does not recommend the solo use of even his own book for a first-time attempt. Conceivably, it 

can work. ‘Conceivably’ is not compatible with ISD. Instead, check with the company’s Training 
Department to discover whether any of its current staff might be familiar with any military service’s ISD. 
(Quietly, because the TD might not use ISD methods and forbids its use.) The Navy’s ISD was an all-
services contest winner; but any ISD specialist will be comfortable with any other military version. If no 

ISD specialist is on staff, place a small add in the help-wanted column of a city or regional newspaper 

offering a one-time-project gig for a military-trained ISD specialist. Most discharged ISD specialists 

gravitate to business centers, but some live near isolated companies; retirees could live anywhere. Most 

might welcome extra income. 

Overall plan: Your own job during the gig-period of program management is to hope-for in-

house service so you can look over the shoulder of your ISD specialist—not every minute, but to review 

the preparation of each individual Step in every Phase of the ISD process. If he/she is employed, arrange 

for off-hours.  

ISD is probably the ultimate do-it-yourself-system. So, once you have understood a specialist’s 
reasons and choices, the “CS-ISD” book itself will be your permanent guide for using ISD for all 
programming in the future, if you choose. Nothing but expense prevents you from re-hiring your ISD 

specialist as often as you choose. When comparing costs, remember that it’s fees-paid vs the lost 

opportunity of a failed program. As already mentioned, for learning requirements, the same methods 

are usable for the planning of both meeting Agendas and training sessions. 

You can create perfect programs that function as planned—on their first use. Why not start 

now? 

 

“Managing Through Training” (“MTT”) 
 If you were promoted into a supervisory position, such as department head, without adequate 

advance training, join the millions. Or, rather, refuse to join the millions!  

 You’ve just been shown that ISD, a valid and fool-proof system for communicating with your 

subordinates and others is available, and that you shouldn’t try to cut your teeth on it. So, “MTT” will 
help you to understand the difference between telling your people to do something and enabling them 

to do something properly and as expected. 



 Studies have shown for decades that most people want to cooperate on the job, but you still 

need to make their cooperation possible with specific requests and/or training. Moreover, the same 

studies show that dissatisfaction with the quality of supervision is a most-common problem. Because it 

is concerned with the human side of this supervisory equation, “MTT” is a logical starting point for your 
understanding of what your subordinates and associates must understand before they can perform to 

your specifications—not just ‘wants.’ 

 This is not a technical book of “thou shalts.” Rather, is it a logical appraisal of the most seasoned 
methods of getting people to see and accept your objectives and suggested methods. In short, it talks 

about letting your personal style be displayed in ways that improve the subordinates’ own performance. 

Nothing  Is required except your application of the new supervisory understandings and 

concepts  that you develop while reading. In other words, this is not a read-and-forget book. It can be a 

read-and-be-glad-you-read-it book that you can pass-along to other newly-promoted but untrained 

peers. 

In short, you can become the kind of supervisor that you wish you’d had more of. Just try! 

 

END 

 



   
AFTERWORD 

   
No primer, including this book, will ever make you an instant expert in anything. However, the topic of 
this book can be learned: The proper development of the agenda (proper fulfillment of the agenda's 
specific program and objectives) until the delivery of the finished program (training class or meeting). 
“Managing Through Training” (“MTT”) will set you, as a neophyte, on the path to programming 
competence. 
   
                       The very best tool for your control of the program development process is the program 
development system created by each branch of the military, known as “I-S-D” or “Instructional 
Systems Development.” The US Navy’s ISD and PERT Diagram and algorithms included here will 
work splendidly to channel your efforts. Don't let the web's misuse of algorithms-as-sales-pitch sour 
you on their use—these ISD programs really work! 
   
                       The ISD contest among those services was won by the U.S. Navy, whose original 
program was meticulously honored by this writer when converting the Navy's version from military-ese 
into the common business language. This writer consulted personally with the winning team's Chief of 
the Training Command at Great Lakes Naval Training Center (outside Chicago) before writing his 
“Common Sense ISD (“CS-ISD”). 
   
With more than 800 military posts across the world, the military's demand for numbers and related 
control mechanisms likely has no useful relationship to most public or private-business needs. So, 
index-control numbers are reduced, here. Individual steps that have been 'translated' have not changed 
their purpose or thrust. ISD is not easy; but honor all of its explicit demands—always—because it 
works—always!  
   
                       The military's need for programming specialists and their turnover also required the 
develop- ment of a traditional course for those specialists at 800 posts. It requires six weeks of 40 hours 
each . . . probably more time than you can devote now. That program was once offered to business 
executives but was discontinued. The reason given at the time was lack of company interest. Not so; it 
was a lack of executive need to learn a program that they, themselves, would not operate. The better 
target was the corporate Training Department, which already functions specifically for purposes served 
best by ISD.                                                          
   
                       ISD is, in essence, the reverse engineering of a concept—your concept for your incipient 
program. That requires intelligent work by you. Any approach to reverse engineering that achieves the 
same objective is equally valid (although not necessarily as complete and foolproof as is the Navy 
version) IF ISD's demanding dictates are honored. Guesswork will negate the 'foolproof' aspect.  
   
                       Many colleges teach their own versions of ISD; you can inquire to determine whether 
classes are available conveniently. However, many proprietary versions (some on disc) 'simplify' by 



eliminating or easing some demands, which thereby negates the 'foolproof' aspect. Guesswork can 
create problems not discoverable until the problem shows itself in the training room or meeting. Don't 
play games with ISD! If you choose to buy a disc, be sure that an ISD-competent person assists you in 
choosing among those discs' various strengths and weaknesses. 
   
                       In decades past, ISD was bad-mouthed by a training magazine in the meetings field, with 
the dismissal, “There's no there, there.” Is a workable and foolproof program every time a significant 
'there'?    
                       Result: A firestorm of protests from reader-users required a retraction, which 
acknowledged the reader-users' beliefs that “If there's a failure, blame the [company's] program 
designer, not the ISD system.” Suitable endorsement?  
   

                       That magazine then developed a peer-review system, because a few somebodys were 
mis-leading various editors about many topics. So, the various meeting-industry magazines could be 
serving interests other than yours. Hard to believe? Check that initial challenge to ISD and its result in 
“Training” magazine. The articles' titles: “Attack on ISD” (April, 2000) plus its retraction, “A Hard 
Look at ISD” (February, 2002). Database: Gale's General One file. Caveat emptor! 
   
                       This book, “Managing Through Training” is the primer for our ISD-companion book, 
entitled “Common Sense ISD: Instructional Systems Development for Non-Trainer Managers. MTT's 
purpose: To help you to understand the human as well as technical aspects of the training discipline, as 
presented via ISD. As a Navy-reboot, “CS-ISD” can help you to become a programming expert. Even 
so, it's a tough job to work alone from books, although it can probably be done. If you have options (as 
below) don't begin with ISD while unaided. 
   
                       Best alternative: Get help from a military ISD-expert trainer. How? Ask or advertise. 
Most younger-discharged ISD-experts are already working in the corporate programming field, as 
consultants, alone or with consulting companies. Most are usually found in industrial areas. Retired 
military specialists might be living anywhere, and some will be glad to get a short-term gig or two or 
five. Still others might now be local corporate Training Directors who are willing to moonlight for non-
competitive companies.  
   
                       A brief business ad in your regional papers should get responses. Curiously, some TDs 
who don't understand ISD refuse to let their military-trained associates use it. Problem: Their “Let's try 
this . . . or that” guesswork is all they know. It's perpetual grasping at anchorless 'good ideas.' ISD 
demands facts. 
   
                       What should your newly-hired specialist do? Walk you through his/her preparation of the 
entire development process. Your objective is then to learn as much as possible each of the Five Phases 
and dozens of Steps programmed for ISD. No, you do not want that consultant to take your project 
home and deliver a finished package: Learn! 
   



                       The value of “CS-ISD” is simply that it will be the textbook for your ISD-development 
process.  
Because all of the military programs are essentially similar, your ISD-specialist will recognize, in the 
business terminology, the generic processes in his/her branch's version. 'Translation' problems should 
not occur or will be easily solved in terms of your specific needs at any given point.      
   
Once you have been coached (directly or over-his/her-shoulder) you will be able to repeat the develop- 
ment process alone, in the future, if you choose. “CS-ISD”is your perennial cheat-sheet. If you have a 
good rapport with your ISD-specialist, make any deal that works for both sides. 
   
In the last analysis, the purpose of “CS-ISD” is to prepare you in business terms and examples to use it, 
together with your ISD coach and/or “CS-ISD,” as the textbook and permanent reminder of a 
traditional, dependable, and world-proved process. Attention applied to your first working with a 
consultant should make ISD your own dependable process. Forever! 
   
When you look back on what you have been able to accomplish in program development, you'll be 
both pleased and proud.  
   
This writer would then like to say, “I told you so!” 
 
 
 

END 
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